WORD SCRAMBLE

Put your puzzle solving skills to test with these word scrambles! Unscramble these jumbled up words in order to figure out what they say.

robcocli  
bulbrreesie  
stbewarrirse  
chnsipa  
shuvoommrs  
ppalse  
gbaacbe  
gneer prages
Help fight cancer! Eat the cancer fighting food and make your way to the cancer cell!
Can you figure out what picture these dots make?

Follow the numbers to find out.
WORD SEARCH

Put your puzzle solving skills to test with this word search. Just look for the cancer fighting foods to the right of the puzzle.
SECRET MESSAGE

Use the symbols below to decode the message.
WATERMELONS
PREVENT CANCER
A green leafy vegetable
Cashews and almonds are types of ____
A fruit that is round and blue
Apples, grapes, and berries are types of ____
A green vegetable that can be used for salads
Tomatoes and kale are foods that prevent ____
A pink fruit that has black seeds
Straw______
A green vegetable that looks like a tree
Bunnies eat this vegetable
A vegetable that is white
These fruits grow on trees and keep the doctor away
Rhymes with sale
Red fruits that go on top of ice cream sundaes
Broccoli, spinach, and cabbage are types of ____
This vegetable is often used in salsa
An edible fungus
Not blueberries or strawberries, but _____
Apples and Broccoli are foods that _____ cancer
Green _______ prevent cancer